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The measurement of close-to-carrier phase modulation (PM) noise of
state-of-the-art oscillators is always challenging. Quite often the
residual noise of the phase detector used in these measurements is
higher than the noise of the source at Fourier offset frequencies
between 5 and 100 Hz. A conventional double balanced mixer using
2N2222A transistors as the nonlinear components of a diode ring
was constructed for use as a phase detector. Residual single-sideband
PM noise measurements at 5 MHz for this device have shown a low
ﬂicker noise ﬂoor of L(10 Hz) ¼ 2163 dBc/Hz. When this mixer
design is implemented in a dual-channel measurement system, a
cross-correlated PM noise ﬂoor of better than L(10 Hz) ¼
2170 dBc/Hz is expected.

Introduction: The double balanced mixer (DBM) is the most widely
used phase detector for high-resolution phase modulation (PM) noise
detection at most carrier frequencies. Often, the measurement of PM
noise is difﬁcult owing to the high dynamic range that exists between
the carrier and the modulated sidebands. In typical measurement
systems, a phase detector is used to remove the carrier and downconvert noise sidebands to baseband. For offset frequencies close to
the carrier, the residual ﬂicker noise of the DBM is often the limiting
factor of a phase noise measurement system. The most difﬁcult range
of offset frequencies to measure is between 5 and 100 Hz, where the
oscillator noise has a slope of f 23, while the measurement system
noise ﬂoor follows f 21. The 2N2222A bipolar junction transistor
(BJT) has been successfully used in low-ﬂicker PM noise circuits [1, 2]
and is chosen as the low noise nonlinear element in a custom-built
DBM design. A pair of mixers using this design can be used to construct
a cross-correlation PM measurement system to reduce the PM residual
noise ﬂoor further.

Proposed DBM design: Fig. 1 shows the general topology of the DBM.
In this design there are four 2N2222A BJTs used to construct a conventional double balanced diode ring. By shorting the base to the collector
these BJTs will operate as diodes. The transformers used for this design
are commercial off-the-shelf parts and have a 1:5 impedance ratio. This
impedance ratio is chosen so that the input impedances of the reference
frequency (RF) and local oscillator (LO) ports are nearly 50 V at 5 MHz.
The mixer’s input impedances are measured using the Smith chart
display of a vector network analyser.
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Fig. 2 Conversion loss against LO power of mixer with a 230 dBm RF
power level (RF at 4 MHz, LO at 5 MHz, 50 V input impedance to FFT);
and conversion loss against RF signal power at constant LO drive powers
(LO at 4 MHz, RF at 5 MHz, 50 V input impedance to FFT)

Mixer PM noise measurements: Residual PM noise of the DBM was
measured by use of a cross-correlated homodyne measurement system
[4]. In phase quadrature, the common mode phase noise of the oscillator
and the power ampliﬁer used in this measurement system will cancel out
at the mixer. A diplexer terminates the high frequency products of the
mixing while still maintaining a high phase-to-voltage conversion at
baseband. This diplexer also allows for the baseband signals to be ampliﬁed without saturating the IF ampliﬁers with the 5 and 10 MHz signals
from the mixing process. The topology of the diplexer used at the output
of the phase detector can play an important role in the mixer’s performance [5, 6]. The pair of baseband IF ampliﬁers raise the residual PM
noise of the DBM above the noise ﬂoor of the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) analyser. The uncorrelated input voltage noise of each IF ampliﬁer
can be minimised by the use of cross-correlation, allowing measurement
of the thermal residual noise in the mixer.
Fig. 3 shows the results of the residual PM noise of this DBM design
used as a phase detector. From this data it can be seen that the ﬂicker
noise of this device is L(10 Hz) ¼ 2161 dBc/Hz (L ¼ single-sideband
PM noise) when the DBM is operated at LO ¼ +11 dBm and RF ¼
+5 dBm. In deep saturation (LO ¼ RF ¼ +11 dBm) the 10 Hz noise
is improved to L(10 Hz) ¼ 2163 dBc/Hz. Both these measurements
show that this DBM has very low ﬂicker noise as a phase detector.
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Fig. 1 Double balanced mixer schematic
Diode ring in this double balanced mixer is constructed by use of transistors with
collector input tied to base

Mixer characterisation: To measure the PM noise of the DBM the
nominal operating powers need to be found [3]. To determine the
nominal LO power, a 4 MHz sinusoidal signal at 230 dBm is applied
to the RF port of the mixer while the power of a 5 MHz signal at the
LO port is varied. Conversion loss of the mixer is calculated by
taking the power ratio of the 1 MHz beat at the intermediate frequency
(IF) port to the RF signal at 5 MHz. A plot of conversion loss against LO
power is shown in Fig. 2. By use of this plot, the 1 dB compression point
of the LO drive is found to occur at a level of +8 dBm. Operating the LO
port in saturation is desired to reduce LO power ﬂuctuation sensitivity.
Taking the maximum allowed operating speciﬁcations of the transistors
and transformers into account, a nominal LO drive of +11 dBm is
selected. An additional measurement of conversion loss against RF
power at the selected nominal LO was made and is plotted in Fig. 2.
The 1 dB compression point of conversion loss, at the RF port, occurs
at +5 dBm. All conversion loss tests for the mixer were conducted
with a 50 V load at the IF port.
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Fig. 3 Cross-correlated residual PM noise ﬂoor of 2N2222A based mixer in
linear and saturated operation

Conclusions: A DBM mixer design using diode-connected 2N2222A
BJT transistors is presented. The phase detector design in this Letter
has shown a residual PM ﬂicker noise ﬂoor at levels of L(10 Hz) ¼
2163 dBc/Hz. As compared to many commercially available DBMs
used for phase detection at 5 MHz, this design performs among the
best. Furthermore, this phase detector will be useful for the measurement
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of state-of-the-art oscillators where the phase noise at 10 Hz offset can
be difﬁcult to measure with currently available detectors. In the future
we will use this detector design in a cross-correlation measurement
system and expect the residual noise levels to reach L(10 Hz) ¼
2170 dBc/Hz or better.
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